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Loving the prophet (saw) according to how Allah (swt) wants us to live him.

As Muslims we have claimed the love of  Allah and his prophet (saw). With regards to 
this this also Allah (swt) has mentioned he  oves his prophet (saw) aswell.. The prophet 
(saw) has taught us how to love Allah. Whilst Allah has taught us how to love the 
prophet (saw). This is what Allah has taught us throughout the Quran. - he has also 
shown us what are traits and signs are for those who have incomplete love of  the 
prophet (saw). In the Quran Allah has also taught us how to love the  prophet (saw).

We find in the Quran  story of  the how when the Muslims were facing jerusalem that 
the prophet (saw) wished to face the kabah instead to pray. - Although that was his 
wish to pray according to the kabah. The prophet (saw) still prayed towards Jerusalem 
since it was the command of  Allah to pray facing Jerusalem. This is a big lesson for us 
even though we might not like a command of  Allah. We should still carry it out. 

- it was the habit of  the prophet (saw) that if  he wanted something he would look to 
the heavens. When this wish came in the prophet (saw) that he wanted to pray 
according/facing to the kabah, he (saw) looked to the heavens. When this occurred 
Allah (swt) then sent down the revelation that the prophet could from now on face the 
kabah to pray.  We learn a great lesson from this, which is Allah (swt) telling us that he 
has changed the kiblah just because the prophet (saw) wanted to. Allah (swt) is telling 
us to do the same, which is change our ways of  the kiblah of  the kafirs' lifestyle and 
change it to face the kiblah of  the sunnah of  the prophet (saw). When it comes to the 
prophet (saw) and obedience Allah has shown us practically how to change our ways 
to the ways of  the prophet. Allah (swt) has shown us that merely claiming love is not 
enough. 

It is a great lesson for those who claim love that whatever the prophet (saw) wishes 
and desires we should change your ways to fullfill his wish. If  he says grow the beard 
then do so. Do not only claim love but show it through actions like Allah (swt) did by 
changing the kabah only because it was the wish of  the prophet. How can we not 
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follow the ways of  the prophet (saw)? When the lord of  all the worlds fulfills and 
follows his wishes. - when he (swt) does not need to!

***Syyidina Abdul nadir jilani (ra) said those who reject the sunnah it is like these 
people are throwing stones on the prophet (saw) - Astagfirullah!***

During the conversation between the people of  the heavens and the people of  hellfire. 
The people of  paradise will ask how are you guys? - to people of  hellfire. The people 
of  paradise will say "We have attained what Allah has promised us. We are in pleasure 
and happiness". The people of  hellfire will reply "we have also attained what Allah 
told us. We are constantly in pain and sufferings". An announcer will then announce 
saying "o people of  hellfire now accepting Allah's words will do you no good. From 
today onwards you have attained the curse of  Allah forever". After hearing this the 
people of  hellfire will become sad and say to the people of  paradise give us some 
water to drink as we are extremely thirsty! The announcer will respond saying "today 
pure, cold thirst quenching water has been made haram for you! You forgot Allah and 
today Allah has  forgotten you! You forgot the meeting we Allah and so he has 
forgotten you!"

This is what the people of  truth teach the people - how to remember Allah, and 
follow the ways of  the prophets.. They do not ask any money from you. So, seek out 
ways to find these men of  Allah. There are many who have changed the ways of  the 
real men of  Allah. Take for example istikhara. Many people ask other "shaykhs" to do 
the act of  worship (istikhara) for them. - when this act can only be done by the 
individual in need. When the prophet (saw) YOU should do istikhara when you are in 
need. 
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Brother Ajaz's notes:

Muslims have also said they love allah and the prophet. 

Allah has said he loves the prophet also. 

The prophet has taught us how to love allah and allah has taught us how to love the 
prophet also. 

In the second verse were it behind allah teaches us the status of  prophet. The 
messenger when they did the migration and before the migration the prophet used to 
prefere the kabba and madina to be in the sight. The prophet used to like this because 
his grandfather had build it. Some times there was hope in the heart ant they would 
look at the any and in the made hope that the kabba would become the kibla as 
oppose to jerusalem, but they never said it from the lips only hoped in the heart. 

In the quran is says we have noted that u have looked up at the sky with this hope, 
now turn to whichever direction u wish and we will make it the kabba. 

The scholars teach us that allahs love is where allah looked upon the face of  the 
prophet and changed the direction of  the kabba and yet allah has told us many times 
to follow the prophet and make his life the focal point of  our life, what kind of  strange 
love is this that you make a claim of  love but fail to follow the ne u love but follow the 
satan and other misguided ones 

Allah showed us love by changing the direction of  the kabba by only looking at the 
face of  the prophet. 

Gauas azam said that not following prophet is like throwing stones at him. 

Make the prophets life your kibla that was to make gain allahs mercy and love. 
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Today people show interest in a career and make excuses, but rather one should 
follow the career of  the hereafter that will last many millions of  years.. 

On the day of  judgement when people will be in great regret s announcement will be 
made that those who chose a life other than the one recommended. In the work you 
look my warnings lightly and not serious and today i will take you lightly. 

Many believe and know what is right but they don't know how to implement the 
teaching. One should then learn the way just like they do for all other things in life.

Change ur life your ways  your attitudes and make the change in your life. 
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